















BASIC LOXODROMIC NAVIGATIONAL REGULARITIES









In loxodromic navigation two characteristic problems are encountered when calculating the necessary navigational parameters:
- a so-called first loxodromic problem in which general loxodromic course and loxodromic distance are determined based on the known absolute point of departure and point of arrival coordinates;
- a so-called second loxodromic problem in which the absolute point of arrival coordinates are determined based on the known absolute point of departure coordinates , a known loxodromic course and loxodromic distance run.
The current professional and scientific references deal with the modes of solving the above two problems by means of equations deriving from:
- a so-called first loxodromic triangle,
- a so -called second loxodromic triangle,
- a so-called third loxodromic triangle.
The paper aims at proving the basic loxodromic triangle regularities (infinitesimal value/final dimensions) on Earth as a sphere of unit radius R1 and their projections onto the Mercator chart. Based upon those regularities, certain theoretical solutions have been offered to calculate all navigational parameters in both loxodromic problems by means of only one loxodromic triangle, whose elements are precisely defined. The proposed calculations eliminate imprecise calculations by means of «geographical mid latitude», all limitations regarding loxodromic distance length and the limitations for angular values of loxodromic course when calculating the parameters in loxodromic navigation. The proposed system presents a contribution to the theory of loxodromic navigation.
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Sažetak
Pri plovidbi po loksodromi u izračunima potrebnih navigacijskih parametara pojavljuju se dva karakteristična problema:
- tzv. prvi loksodromski problem u kojemu se iz poznatih apsolutnih koordinata pozicije polaska i pozicije dolaska određuje opći loksodromski kurs plovidbe i loksodromska udaljenost,
- tzv. drugi loksodromski problem u kojemu se iz poznatih apsolutnih koordinata pozicije polaska, poznatoga loksodromskog kursa plovidbe i poznate prijeđene loksodromske udaljenosti određuju apsolutne koordinate pozicije dolaska. 
U postojećoj stručnoj i znanstvenoj literaturi navedena dva problema rješavaju se s pomoću jednadžba koje su izvedene iz tri loksodromska trokuta:
- prvoga loksodromskog trokuta,
- drugoga loksodromskog trokuta,
- trećega loksodromskog trokuta.
U ovom radu dokazane su osnovne zakonitosti između loksodromskih trokuta (infinitezimalne veličine/ konačnih dimenzija) na Zemlji kao kugli jediničnog radijusa R1 i njihovih projekcija na pomorskoj (Mercatorovoj) karti. Na temelju tih zakonitosti prikazana su određena teorijska rješenja kojima se mogu izračunati svi navigacijski parametri za oba loksodromska problema s pomoću samo jednog loksodromskog trokuta sa svim egzaktno definiranim elementima. Predloženim rješenjima eliminiraju se ograničenja duljine loksodromske udaljenosti i ne postoje ograničenja kutne vrijednosti loksodromskoga kursa pri izračunu navigacijskih parametara za plovidbu po loksodromi, što je doprinos unapređenju teorije lokso-dromske navigacije.





In marine surface navigation ships very rarely navigate according to orthodromy: in other words, by means of visual steering according to a lighthouse or some outstanding object on the sea surface by constantly setting the heading mark precisely in the centre of the radar image of that object on the radar screen. In principle, a ship always sails by following a loxodrome, even in cases when orthodromic navigation is applied in oceanic navigation, since in such conditions it practically sails on an unchanging course along the tangent lines or secant lines of the orthodrome, in fact along the loxodrome .Gerhard Kremer alias Mercator (1512-1594), Flemish cartographer laid out the theory of loxodromic navigation defining the nautical chart conformable by the Mercator projection. Mercator mathematically corrected the vertical cylindrical projection in such a way that he retained a part of the cylindrical projection by which meridians are acquired through direct projection, by which the extending of parallels proportionately remains by secφ, while the distance between parallels is not acquired through projection but through calculation, thus the meridians are extended via secφ, and not via sec2φ as would be the case with absolute projecting in a vertical cylindrical projection. That was how Mercator achieved conformability of the nautical chart, since the extending, along the meridians and parallels, is performed by means of the same mathematical proportion.
The necessary navigational parameters for conducting loxodromic navigation can be determined in two ways: the geometric or graphic method and the numeric or calculus method. In cases when the points of departure and arrival are not situated within a particular nautical chart the necessary navigational parameters have to be determined through calculus. In any case the calculus method will always render a more accurate result.
In loxodromic navigation there are two characteristic problems that appear and have to be solved:
The so-called first loxodromic problem wherein due to the known absolute coordinates the points of departure (P1) and points of arrival (P2) necessitate determination of the general loxodromic course (KL) and loxodromic distance (DL) between points (P1) and (P2),
The so-called second loxodromic problem is when it is necessary, based on the absolute coordinate of the point of departure (P1), the known loxodromic course of navigation (KL) and the known sailed loxodromic distance (DL) to determine the absolute coordinates of the point of arrival (P2). The first loxodromic problem is an everyday occurrence in maritime navigation, whereas the second is somewhat less common in everyday maritime practice. When the numeric solution of the mentioned loxodromic problems is employed, equations derived from the so-called loxodromic triangles are used:
The so-called first loxodromic triangle or the Course and Small-distances Triangle (fig. 1)


Figure 1. The first loxodromic triangle
Slika 1. Prvi loksodromski trokut

The so-called second loxodromic triangle or Triangle of Mid Latitudes (fig. 2) 


Figure 2. The second loxodromic triangle
Slika 2. Drugi loksodromski trokut

The so-called third loxodromic triangle or the Mercator's Triangle (fig. 3) 


Figure 3. The third loxodromic triangle
Slika 3. Treći loksodromski trokut

When solving loxodromic problems in professional and scientific navigational literature by means of equations derived from the three illustrated loxodromic triangles, certain imprecision appear in the use of the magnitude (φs + δ), (φs – mid latitude, δ – correction of mid latitude), and determining  the limitation expressed in the form of loxodromic distance (DL < 600 M , DL > 600 M ) or in the form of the loxodromic course (KL <  45º , KL >  87º ,).
The basic intention of this paper is to define, based on the researched general regularities of loxodromic triangles , all the elements of a singular loxodromic triangle and to derive from it the corresponding equations for the solution of the so-called first and second loxodromic problem. In that way the indefiniteness of magnitude δ for () would be eliminated, as well as the imprecision in the use of magnitude (φs + δ), thus eliminating the limitations that refer to the angular magnitude of the loxodromic course or to the magnitude of the loxodromic distance. Thereby it represents a direct contribution to the development of the theory of loxodromic navigation.


2. General Regularities of Loxodromic Triangles
Opće zakonitosti loksodromskih trokuta
The basic common characteristics of all loxodromic triangles are:
	the loxodromic triangle is a right-angled triangle,
	the hypotenuse of the loxodromic triangle defines the loxodromic distance between the point of departure and
	the point of arrival (DL) or the relative coordinate (), one of the inner angles of the loxodromic triangle is the loxodromic angle (K) by which the general loxodromic course (KL) is determined for all the navigation quadrants, in order to enable the formation of a loxodromic triangle, it is necessary to fulfil the condition that 00º00'00" <  K  < 90º00'00", i.e. the point of departure and the point of arrival must be located on different meridians and parallels, if the loxodromic angle K = 00º00'00" (the loxodrome coincides with the meridian) or K = 90º00'00" (the loxodrome coincides with the equator or parallel), then the loxodromic triangle is transformed into length and is treated as an special sailing cases, i.e. Meridian, Equator and Parallel sailing.
Besides the above mentioned characteristics, it is particularly necessary to emphasize that in the case of the mathematical calculation of the parameters of loxodromic navigation, two forms of the loxodromic triangles should be analyzed: the infinitesimally small loxodromic triangle and the loxodromic triangle of final dimensions with side lengths that are final.  
The following figures display the characteristic loxodromic triangles by which the more important general regularities of the loxodromic triangles are derived.

Figure 4. Loxodromic triangle of final dimensions on Earth approximated as a sphere of unit radius R1




Figure 5. Infinitesimal loxodromic triangle on Earth as a sphere of unit radius R1





Figure 6. Infinitesimal loxodromic triangle on a nautical chart of Mercator projection





Figure 7. Loxodromic triangle of final dimensions on a nautical chart of Mercator projection without defined magnitude of the hypotenuse




Figure 8. Loxodromic triangle of final dimensions on a nautical chart of Mercator projection with all elements defined
Slika 8. Loksodromski trokut konačnih dimenzija na pomorskoj karti Mercatorove projekcije s definiranim svim elementima

From the triangle in fig. 5 it follows that 
                                                             (1)
From the triangle in fig. 6 it follows that                                (2)
Since the right sides of equations (1) and (2) are identically equivalent, and the left sides of these equations  comprise  the same trigonometric function (tg - tangent), it may be concluded that tg K = tg K, i.e. K = K which proves that the loxodromic angle K, shown in fig. 5 is equal to loxodromic angle K shown in fig. 6. 
In the equations (1) and (2):
dφ – represents the differential of geographical latitude, 
dR – the differential of departure (interspace), and  
K – is the loxodromic angle, i.e. the angle that closes the line of the meridian and the loxodrome that passes through the point of departure and the point of destination, on condition that these points are not located on the same meridian, parallel or on the equator.  
Since the angles K and K are equal, from the triangle in fig. 5 , it follows that 
                                                       (3)
And from the triangle in fig. 6 it follows that                                                      (4)
Equations (3) and (4) are made equal:
                                                       (5)
By solving the equation (5) we get the value of the unknown dX :
                                                           (6)
In equation (6):
- is  the differential of the loxodromic distance 
The infinitesimal loxodromic triangle shown in fig. 5, located on the Earth as a sphere of unit radius R1 on a definite geographical latitude (φ) is defined by the following sides: , , . The infinitesimal loxodromic triangle shown in fig. 6 represents the Mercator projection of the triangle in fig. 5, and is defined by the following sides: , ,, so the conclusion is that all sides of the infinitesimal loxodromic triangle on the Mercator projection are “proportionally increased” by the factor of proportionality f =  which results in the conformity of the Mercator projection, thus the angles in reality are equal to the angles on the projection. The factor of proportionality of the infinitesimal loxodromic triangle f = 1 at the geographical latitude φ = 00º00'00", increases in the direction of the higher geographical latitudes, and at φ = 90º00'00" f = ∞ i.e. due to convergence of the meridian, the infinitesimal loxodromic triangle placed exactly at the Earth’s poles cannot be defined on the Mercator projection chart. The illustrated mode defines the basic regularity that connects the infinitesimal loxodromic triangle on Earth as a sphere of unit radius R1, with the infinitesimal loxodromic triangle on the Mercator projection chart.
In order to define the loxodromic triangle of final dimensions on the nautical chart of a Mercator projection, it is necessary that the kathete   is integrated within the limits from the geographical latitude of the Earth’s equator (0) up to the geographical latitude of a determined position (φ). Such a defined value of a definite integral within the limits of integration from 0 to φ can be called Mercator latitude ().


2.1. Determining Value 
Određivanje vrijednosti 
The Earth approximated, as a sphere of unit radius R1, magnitude  can be determined in the following way:
 = 3437,746771… M, 
M = nautical mile = 1852 m
                                                   (7)
The integral in equation (7) can be solved by the method of substitution, providing that:
; ; ; , so by solving the integral in equation (7)  the solution is:
                                       (8)
If calculating the difference of Mercator latitudes between the position of the geographical latitude at the point of departure  and of the geographical latitude at the point of arrival, the solution is:
                                 (9)
The Earth approximated as a selected rotational ellipsoid with semi-axes a and b, magnitude  can be calculated as follows:
             (10)
in which:
a – is the equatorial semiaxis of the selected ellipsoid, 
b – the meridian semiaxis of the selected ellipsoid, and
   →    - the first excentricity of the selected ellipsoid 
A substitution is introduced to solve the integral in equation (10), reaching as follows:
;.
By differentiation of function , the solution is  , and by solving the integral in equation (10)  the solution is:
                                   (11)
In equation (11) the auxiliary angle  can be expressed by means of the known angle  via transformation of the expression in the denominator  in the following way;




, from which follows:
,
hence the expression 
can be written in the following form:
                   (12)
In case there is a difference of the Mercator's latitudes (relative coordinates) between the geographical latitude of the point of departure  and the geographical latitude of the point of arrival , it follows:

            (13)


3. Defining Elements of Unique Loxo-dromic Triangle
Definiranje elemenata jedinstvenoga lokso-dromskog trokuta
The loxodromic triangle of final dimensions on the Mercator projection nautical chart is shown in fig. 7. Since it was previously established in item 2. , that the loxodromic angle K on the Earth as a sphere of unit radius R1  is equal to the loxodromic angle K on the Mercator projection (K=K) , in order to determine the magnitude of the hypotenuse of the triangle in fig. 7 ,  it is necessary to compare the triangles in fig. 4 and fig. 7. 
Therefore, from the triangle in fig. 4, it follows that: 
                                                    (14)
From the triangle in fig. 7, it follows that: 
                                                    (15)
Since K=K, by equating the right sides of equations (14) and (15)  we get: 
         from where;
                                                    (16)
and as a result the magnitude of the hypotenuse is defined, namely, the magnitude of the third side of the loxodromic triangle of final dimensions that appears on the nautical chart of the Mercator projection.
The loxodromic triangle of final dimensions, shown in fig. 4 and placed on the Earth approximated as a sphere of unit radius R1, is defined by the following sides: ,  wherein :
-  is the difference of latitudes, i.e. relative coordinates 
 - represents departure (interspace), and 
 - the loxodromic distance 
The loxodromic triangle of final dimensions shown in fig. 8 represents the Mercator projection of the triangle shown in fig. 4, and it is defined by the following sides : ,  ,, so it is concluded  that all sides of the loxodromic triangle on the Mercator projection are “proportionally increased” by the factor of proportionality  , which supports the conformity of the Mercator projection. The factor of proportionality of the loxodromic triangle of final dimensions  on the Earth’s equator φ = 00º00'00" has the value of , and increases in the direction of the higher geographical latitudes, when due to great convergence of the meridians from  to   the value grows to be very high, hence at  φ = 90º00'00"  , so the Mercator projection chart becomes inappropriate for maritime navigation. The illustrated mode defines the basic regularity that connects the loxodromic triangle of final dimensions on Earth as a sphere of unit radius R1, with the loxodromic triangle of final dimensions on the Mercator projection nautical chart.
By defining all the elements of the loxodromic triangle shown in fig. 8, it is possible to solve both the loxodromic problems by means of only one loxodromic triangle.


4. Numerical Solution of Loxodromic Navigation Problems
Numeričko rješavanje problema lokso-             dromske navigacije
Furthermore the paper aims at presenting the methodology of solving the so-called first and second loxodromic problems by means of only one loxodromic triangle. 


4.1. The First Loxodromic Problem
Prvi loksodromski problem
From the point of departure P1  the ship uses loxodromic navigation and arrives at the point of arrival P2 . It is necessary to calculate the general loxodromic course (KL) and the loxodromic distance ().
From the loxodromic triangle shown in fig. 8, it follows that:
                                                        (17)
wherein:
-  - is the relative coordinate, i.e. the difference of longitudes 
-  - is the relative coordinate, i.e. the difference of Mercator latitudes , and
K –  is the loxodromic angle in the loxodromic triangle. 
In equation (17) the relative coordinates  and  should be expressed in the same angular units. 
The value of the relative coordinate, expressed in angular minutes, can be determined as follows;




The general loxodromic course (KL) is determined by means of the loxodromic angle (K) in the following way: 
- Sailing in the first navigational quadrant:
∆λ > 0 (sign ∆λ +, or East), ∆φM > 0 (sign ∆φM +, or North), KL = 360º + K = K
- Sailing in the second navigational quadrant:
∆λ > 0 (sign ∆λ +, or East), ∆φM < 0  (sign ∆φM – , or South), KL = 180º + K
- Sailing in the third navigational quadrant:
∆λ < 0 (sign ∆λ – , or West), ∆φM < 0 (sign ∆φM – , or South), KL = 180º + K
- Sailing in the fourth navigational quadrant:
∆λ < 0 (sign ∆λ – , or West), ∆φM > 0 (sign ∆φM + , or North), KL = 360º + K
The loxodromic distance DL between points P1 and P2 can be determined by means of the equation derived from the triangle shown in fig. 8 : 
                           (20)
or , to put it simply,  by means of the equation derived from the same triangle: 
                                                       (21)
wherein:
 - is the relative coordinate, i.e. the difference of the latitude points of arrival and departure expressed in angular minutes, by means of which  the loxodromic distance (DL) , expressed in nautical miles, is directly defined.


4.2.	The Second Loxodromic Problem
Drugi loksodromski problem






4.2.1. Determining the Value of the Relative Coordinate  
Određivanje relativne koordinate 
From the triangle shown in fig. 8, it follows that: 
                                                  (22)
The mutual interrelation between angles K and KL is defined in item 4.1. The geographical latitude at the point of arrival  is derived by means of the following equation: 
                                                     (23)
where:
 - is the geographical latitude of the point of departure. 


4.2.2. Determining the Value of the Relative Coordinate 
Određivanje relativne koordinate 

From the triangle shown in figure 8, it follows that:
                                                   (24)
The geographical longitude at the point of arrival  is derived by means of the equation:
                                                      (25)
where:
 - is the geographical longitude of the point of departure.





The theory of loxodromic navigation was postulated by Gerhard Kremer Mercator , defining the conformity of the nautical chart. All the problems that arise during the performance of loxodromic navigation can be solved by means of the loxodromic triangles that can be infinitesimally small or of  a terminal magnitude. The basic regularity that connects the loxodromic triangle on the surface of the Earth as a sphere of unit radius R1 with the loxodromic triangle on the chart of the Mercator projection can be expressed in the following ways:
the infinitesimal loxodromic triangle on the Earth and the infinitesimal loxodromic triangle on the  Mercator projection chart are similar, their angles are equivalent, whereas the sides of the triangle on the Mercator projection are “proportionally increased” by the factor of proportionality   which amounts to 1 at the Earth’s equator, increases in the direction of  higher geographical latitudes and at φ = 90º00'00" adds up to ,
the loxodromic triangle of final dimensions on the Earth and on the nautical chart  of the Mercator projection are similar, their angles are equivalent, and the sides of the triangle are “proportionally increased” by the factor of proportionality  which on the Earth’s equator amounts to 1, increases in the direction of higher geographical latitudes, and at φ = 90º00'00" adds up to , wherefore the Mercator projection chart at high geographic latitudes becomes inappropriate for maritime navigation. For the performance of loxodromic navigation, the calculation of only two navigation parameters will be sufficient: the general loxodromic course KL ,the loxodromic distance DL.
In the theory of loxodromic navigation there is a distinction between two characteristic problems or the so-called first and second loxodromic problem that can be solved, graphically, on the nautical chart of a Mercator projection or, numerically, by equations derived from the corresponding loxodromic triangles. In this paper, instead of the three loxodromic triangles used to  solve  mathematically
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                                                                                (18)
- for Earth as a form of selected rotational ellipsoid with  semiaxes a and b :
                                  (19)
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